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At The Real Dill, we’re relentlessly committed to making the absolute 
best products of their kind, and when it comes to quality, we make no 
compromises. Our eccentric and inspired products are made with an 
obsessive attention to detail and the freshest ingredients that you’d find 
in your garden or pantry. We proudly handcraft everything in small 
batches from scratch, in Denver Colorado, with care, intention, and love.

TESTIMONIALS

“Seriously, it’s amazing. I use it on food and in recipes. 
It really works for every meal! ”

- Mary

“We put it on pretty much anything. Eggs, Breakfast 
burritos, burgers, steaks, potatoes...anything. My 

daughter dips tater tots in it. The flavor is amazing.”
- Steven B

“It is absolutely delicious! The right amount of spices 
and so fresh. Put it on eggs, tacos, sauces just about 

everything.”
- Sue C

“Seriously... It is the perfect amount of heat (not too hot 
but has a little kick) and also has the amazing flavors of 

roasted green chiles.”
- Thatcher M

An amazingly versatile flavor bomb to pour on everything

Green Chile Hot Sauce isn’t a typical hot sauce. We put it in a larger than usual bottle 
because you'll want to pour, not dash, it on everything. It’s an amazingly versatile flavor 
bomb that has a kick to it. Inspired by authentic, Denver green chile, this sauce features 

rich, roasted flavors, celebrating Colorado's Pueblo Green Chile at the forefront, 
followed by a smoky, round, but not overwhelming, heat on the finish.

Ingredients: Baere Brewing Company Baerer-liner Weisse 
(water, malted barely, malted wheat, yeast, hops, lactobacillus),
fire roasted Pueblo green chile, water, roasted jalapeño chile, 

lime juice, vinegar, cilantro, garlic, salt, roasted 
onion, sugar, spices, *Contains less than .5% alcohol

YEAR ROUND

12-PK

TASTING NOTES
• Inspired by authentic, Denver green chile, and made with Colorado grown chiles

• This isn’t your typical hot sauce. It's more of a “pour on your food” than dash on your 
food” sauce

Visit therealdill.com/reps for more info

https://therealdill.com/pages/the-real-dill-product-info

